WORK PLAN AND METHODOLOGY:

DESIGN OF THE STUDY:

For handling this present proposed research work in an appropriate manner and giving useful output from the work, both the doctrinal (i.e. analytical) as well as empirical method would be most suitable and perfect for getting the result. Hence, in the proposed work, both these method have been and will be utilized very well.

It is thus, a fact research. It will seek to identify and appraise the degree of variable, which influence the outcome and legal decision making.

DOCTRINAL METHOD

Involve arranging, ordering and systematizing legal propositions, analysis of latest case laws and study of legal institutions through legal reasoning. The data or information will be collected from legislative texts, foreign laws, international conventions and judicial decisions.

EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

Empirical research is carried on by collecting and gathering data or information by first hand study into the universe. This proposed work will includes the preparation of questionnaires, practical jail visit, visit to police stations, office of executive magistrates and Courts. The questionnaires are to be prepared to find out about the awareness of the rights of accused, under trial prisoners and convicts in themselves, in executives and public officials, in family members, friends and social organizations.

SAMPLING METHOD:

• Random sampling,
• Selective Sampling,
• E-mail and formal correspondence,
• Physical interaction,
• DATA COLLECTION

• Yet another object of preparing the questionnaires is to know about the problems, grievances, loopholes of laws and asking about the reformative steps that have been taken at the Government level about the conditions of accused, under trial prisoners, prisoners and convicts. Visit to police stations and jails are to be done to know about the conditions of accused, arrested persons, suspects, under trial prisoners and convicts, the manner of classification of offenders according to sex, age, and gravity
of offence, scientific individualization of offenders, treatment with under trial prisoners etc.

• Present study will be a development-cum-experimental study and quasi-example collection Method:

• **Primary data**:
  • The researcher will collect Primary data from jails, Central Prisons and Police Stations and their relatives and kins and taking their interview and or according to the questionnaire prepared.
  • Tools used to collect data would include interview schedule, questionnaire and observations, experimental, research design was used for the present study. The researcher will adopt a pre-recorded confession, post-recorded confession in control group design for the purpose of studying the effectiveness of the programme for enhancing the awareness and ensuring a Reasonable and fair Trial of an arrested persons in different Offences Committed and along with that a parallel experimental groups will be taken.

• **SECONDARY DATA COLLECTION**:

The Researcher will collect secondary data from:

• Information gathered from Legal laws (Bare Acts), Jail Manuals (Bare Acts), newspapers, government agencies / government & private publications & various other sources like Human Right forums and libraries.
• Published data will be collected from various research journals, law journals, & internet.
• Availability of previous statistical data of consumer forums about cases of negligence in following due process of law / legal cases.
• Data collected, will be analyzed and produced scientifically.